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ABSTRACT

Based on the observations made by researchers in class IV elementary schools, it is proven that there are problems in the learning process and the need for more types and kinds of learning media used, one of which is the Natural and Social Sciences (IPAS) learning content. The researcher conducted this research to develop creative and innovative learning media to foster students' higher interest in learning. This research aims to develop learning media and find out the feasibility of this media and the effectiveness of whiteboard animation learning media on economic activity material for science and science learning content. The research used by researchers uses the Research and Development (R&D) method and the method used uses the ADDIE method. Then, researchers collected data through observation, interviews, and student learning results. The subjects in this research are students, teachers, and a team of experts (media experts and material experts). Qualitative descriptive techniques, quantitative descriptive techniques, and differential statistics are techniques for analyzing data in the development of this learning media. The results obtained in this research were from the media expert test 90%, material expert test 92%, teacher test 90%, small group test 91.25%, large group test 95%, as well as the results of the pre-test and post-test to test the effectiveness of the media used developed that has very feasible results from both small and large groups. The results of N-gain state that the whiteboard animation media has a suitable category for use in the learning process of economic activity material with IPAS content.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Education is an activity that can develop and improve the talents of students in order to improve the quality of education. Sujana explained that education has goals and principles to create moral, well-behaved individuals, have obligations and responsibilities, and are logical (Bakhri et al., 2019; Laela, 2023). This is also aligned with the Law National Education System Number 20 of 2003 Article 1 states that education is a self-sensitive and structured activity to produce an atmosphere and a more active learning process in developing the potential of a learner to have religious strength, self-strength, intelligence, as well as talent skills for himself as well as others and the nation and state, education has an essential role in planning for graduates who meet the conditions or qualifications according to 21st-century skills, these skills include skills in problem-solving, critical thinking, unity, communicative, and creativity (Septikasari & Frasandy, 2018; Trilling, B., & Fadel, 2009). Education is also a matter of character building in each individual or student. Education is hoped to help students become competent individuals (Jufriadi et al., 2022; Simbolon & Koeswanti, 2020). Education seeks to develop consistency to prepare each individual for what society needs and expects based on the developments that occur today (Cahyanti & Nuroh, 2023; Saifuillah, 2018).

In education, there is curriculum development, an action or activity, and control given to the government in developing and improving the quality of education so that it is better and of higher quality in Indonesia, which is adjusted to the times. This curriculum is a guide or instructor in learning activities that cannot be separated in the education system (Azhar Juliantri et al., 2017; Mutiani, 2021) as stated in the Decree of the Minister of Education, Culture, Research, and Technology Number 56 of 2022 concerning Guidelines for Curriculum Implementation aimed at restoring learning which will be refined through the Decree of the Minister of Education, Culture, Research and Technology Number 262 of 2022 concerning Amendments to the Decree of the Minister of Education, Culture, Research and Technology Number 56 / M / 2022 concerning Curriculum Guidelines in Learning Recovery, which refers to the Merdeka curriculum system for SD / MI/package A programs set by the government consisting of a project to strengthen the Pancasila student profile (P5) and extracurricular which is allocated approximately 20% of the total number of lesson hours per year.

The independent curriculum gives each school education unit freedom for teachers and students to develop learning. Each learner is convinced to have their talents, and the teacher, as an educator, should take care of them according to the natural laws of the participants. This means that educating each child by educators or teachers is the same as educating society. This independent study aims to create more appropriate and efficient innovations for all exponents and materials in education in Indonesia to realize the revival of education as a whole (Hamzah et al., 2022; Nugraha, 2022).

In the curriculum changes, some of the material coverage that students must understand is the Natural and Social Sciences learning material. Natural and Social Sciences are two combined learnings in the content of science and social studies. The two learning contents become one of the main lessons students must learn (Agustina et al., 2022; Marlina, 2022). The learning content of Natural and Social Sciences equips learners to solve problems that occur in life by connecting the application of science concepts. By studying the Natural and Social Sciences project, the acquisition of capabilities in solving problems carried out by learners to make the right decisions in order to feel comfortable in their lives, better as well as healthier (Merintika. L et al., 2021; Supandi & Senam, 2019).

Using the content of Natural and Social Sciences, students are taught the many cultures and local wisdom related to the content of Natural and Social Sciences and how to solve problems. The merger of science content and social studies content into Natural and Social Sciences, as seen from the implementation of social studies learning in Indonesia, still has obstacles. Teachers need to provide variations in the use of learning methods, utilization of facilities, and school infrastructure to make learning in schools tend to be conventional. Students only listen to the teacher when delivering material, which makes learning passive (Agustina et al., 2022; Hidayah & Ulva, 2017). Learning resources that do not attract students’ attention also cause boredom, which occurs in the learning process, leading to a lack of understanding of student material, which lowers learning outcomes.

Based on the observations, interviews, document data, and student learning outcomes at SDN Badegan 02 Pati. The problems encountered with using facilities and infrastructure that could be more intelligent, the lack of learning innovations that cause student learning outcomes to be low, and the methods used in the learning process are still conventional. During the learning of Natural and Social Sciences, the fourth-grade teacher in classroom management still needs to be optimal; the method used by the teacher is one-way. From these problems, there is a need for learning media to improve student learning outcomes and increase student enthusiasm, especially in the learning content of Natural and Social Sciences on the material of economic activities.
Learning media can be used in any learning content to attract students’ attention and make them more active in learning. One of the learning media is needed in the content of Natural and Social Sciences material on economic activities. Learning media must be adapted to the use of concrete objects and the suitability of learning media and the intended material. One of the uses of media suitable in the learning content of Natural and Social Sciences is the provision of animated videos with interesting icons (Izzaturahma et al., 2021; Patriani & Kusumaningrum, 2020). So, it can be concluded that using whiteboard animation media will provide an interesting experience to students in the content of Natural and Social Sciences in class IV SDN Badegan 02 Pati. The development of technology in this day and age is of great concern and influence on the educational aspect. The application of technology in the learning process makes it easier for students to follow the learning process (Hakky et al., 2018; Torres-Gastelú & Kiss, 2016).

Learning media is one of the tools used to distribute material information to students to reinforce the material taught. The use of learning media is not only conventional but also enriched by extensive innovation and creativity carried out by teachers with modern electronic media such as laptops, audio-visual, and others by utilizing the available internet facilities (Lia et al., 2023; Tarwiti, C., & Wijayanti, 2018). Learning media is very diverse, one of which is learning media based on whiteboard animation.

According to previous research, whiteboard animation is often known as video sketching, scribbling, video explainer, or video doodle. This multimedia creation technique uses images and symbols (Ardian et al., 2022). The technique used in this multimedia is based on a whiteboard. The media whiteboard animation aims to help the audience describe the structure of what is explained through the video. In line with the opinion of other research, whiteboard animation media with animation that makes images and lines is considered a tool to emphasize a learning environment that can affect students’ emotions and encourage learning (Plass et al., 2014).

Whiteboard animation is one of the learning media with unique particularities, which can provide learning presentations with creative content combining design, colors, and images that can attract students’ attention. (Ardian et al., 2022; Suhroh et al., 2020). Whiteboard animation is a combination of moving audio-visual media. It relies on both the visual and auditory senses of the audio-visual media. Primary school learners generally learn from what they hear and see (Hikmah & Purnamasari, 2017; Rachmawati et al., 2021). According to previous researchers, whiteboard animation is a form of drawing or writing on a whiteboard that makes a characteristic technique that contains a storyboard or story (Helianthusonfri J., 2019).

Media whiteboard animation can be said to be popular because of the delivery of messages that are clear and easy to understand. In the video media display, whiteboard animation has a simple appearance; in manufacturing media, it is quite easy to make. Learning media whiteboard animation is universal and can be used anytime and anywhere to explain a topic, education, profile videos, etc. According to previous research, video media whiteboard animation is designed using moving animations, material concepts, and images (Anggraini et al., 2021). It is expected that the existence of learning media based on whiteboard animation can facilitate the learning process, facilitate educators in delivering material, and attract students’ attention. Media whiteboard animation has many benefits for students. In addition to increasing student interest in learning, it also moves the way students think with logical reasoning and awareness. As well as with the media can improve in terms of remembering the material presented and can distinguish the abilities of students from how much their memory capacity is in their head. Media whiteboard animation is one way to positively impact students’ learning outcomes and motivate them to study hard (Ardian et al., 2022; Suhroh et al., 2020). This study aims to develop learning media and determine the feasibility of the media and the effectiveness of learning media whiteboard animation on the material of economic activities in the learning content of Natural and Social Sciences.

2. METHOD

This study uses the type of research research and Development (R & D). Using R&D development research becomes a systematic way of making preparations or designs and improving the products developed. With product development, it is necessary to prepare several things, such as design or design, product quality, innovation used in product development, and marketing used in product management (Sugiyono, 2019). This research is tailored to the user’s needs when developing a product. The model used in this research is the ADDIE model, a development model that shows the design stages of moderate learning so that its users can easily learn it. This model has five phases: analysis, design, development, implementation, and evaluation. This ADDIE model can be structured and organized. It is hoped that this research in developing a product, one of which is animated video media, can provide tools and facilitate teachers in an interesting, effective, and efficient learning process.
There is an evaluation sheet, which is an instrument for reviewing this research on the development of learning media whiteboard animation. With this validation sheet, it can be filled in and assessed by a team of media and material experts. Then, the subjects in this study focused on fourth-grade students, class teachers, and media and material experts. The first stage that must be done is to analyze, through identification conducted by researchers in the form of observations and interviews, the results of fourth-grade value data. The second stage is design or design. This stage focuses on the preparation of learning media whiteboard animation from the initial design that wants to be made from images, animations, audio, color combinations, and others, which will become instructions and can be assessed.

Furthermore, at the improvement or development stage, this stage the researcher designs and then creates the media product whiteboard animation. Furthermore, researchers can check and improve the developed media again. Once completed, the developed media product can be submitted to the experts. Then, questionnaires were made for students, a team of experts (media experts and material experts), and teachers. The questionnaire contains their responses to the media developed by researchers. Then verification, this stage is carried out by a team of experts in developing learning media whiteboard animation. Next is the Implementation stage. This stage aims to provide evidence of whether the media produces something good, starting from the feasibility of the media and the developed product's effectiveness. The existence of a team of experts is one of the requirements in the feasibility test of a product developed by researchers. Large and small groups of sixth-grade students are the subjects in the test of the developed products.

The last stage is the evaluation stage. This stage aims to check from the implementation results whether the media products used have weaknesses or deficiencies that researchers can later correct. Then, the revised results make effective media appropriate for use by the objectives achieved. If there is no media revision, the media is suitable for use. The instrument grids are shown in Table 1, Table 2, and Table 3.

**Table 1. Media Expert Instrument Grid**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Total Item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suitability</td>
<td>Suitability of media to learning topics</td>
<td>Suitability of media to learning outcomes</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The accuracy of the whiteboard animation learning media with the learning objectives achieved</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The suitability between images, written text, animated movements, and sounds in whiteboard animation is related to the material.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appearance</td>
<td>Form of display of learning media</td>
<td>The size of the text, images, and animations in the whiteboard animation media can be seen clearly.</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A quiz was presented to students on whiteboard animation media.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Accurate layout of the background, placement of images and animations correctly without disturbing the content of the material inside Whiteboard animation media display that is visible in audio-visual terms Menu sections are visible.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usage</td>
<td>Media use by teachers and students</td>
<td>Whiteboard animation learning media is easy to use</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The whiteboard animation learning media has clear instructions for use.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Whiteboard animation media can be used repeatedly.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superiority</td>
<td>Media understanding by users</td>
<td>The existence of whiteboard animation learning media can provoke student responses</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The existence of whiteboard animation media can provide two-way communication.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Students more easily accept recipients of information.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2. Material Expert Instrument Grid**
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**Table 3. Material Expert Instrument Grid**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Aspect</strong></th>
<th><strong>Indicator</strong></th>
<th><strong>Item</strong></th>
<th><strong>Total Item</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Competency | Suitability of Natural and Social Science material with learning outcomes | - Suitability of material to learning outcomes  
  - The material is appropriate to the learning objectives.  
  - The material presented can develop the cognitive domain.  
  - The material presented is appropriate and can be developed effectively.  
  - The material presented is suitable for development in the psychomotor domain. | 5             |
| Suitability | Suitability of Natural and Social Sciences learning content material with whiteboard animation learning media | - The sequence of material presented in the whiteboard animation media ranges from simple to complex.  
  - It is easy to understand the material in the media.  
  - Suitability of images presented on whiteboard animation learning media  
  - The accuracy and clarity of the images on the whiteboard animation media can make it easier for students.  
  - The videos presented can clarify the material.  
  - Can foster students’ curiosity about the material studied in the whiteboard animation learning media  
  - The suitability of the quiz on the whiteboard animation media is to the material.  
  - Evaluation questions are by learning outcomes. | 8             |
| Language   | Media use by teachers and students | - Whiteboard animation learning media is easy to use  
  - The whiteboard animation learning media has clear instructions for use.  
  - Whiteboard animation media can be used repeatedly. | 3             |
| **Total**  |              |                                                                                                                                                                                                | **16**        |

**Table 3.** Prospective teacher and learner instruments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Aspect</strong></th>
<th><strong>Indicator</strong></th>
<th><strong>Item</strong></th>
<th><strong>Total Item</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Display   | Suitability of media with learning topics | - The display of whiteboard animation media can attract attention  
  - All whiteboard animation learning media devices look real.  
  - The font and size used are accurate and legible.  
  - The selection of images, audio, placement, and video is appropriate so that it can be understood. | 4             |
| Material / Content | Form of display of learning media | - The content in the learning media whiteboard animation material about economic activities is appropriate.  
  - The material shown is sufficient to add knowledge and understanding to participants' educators. | 2             |
| Media Usage | Media use by teachers and students | - The video learning media whiteboard animation can be learned individually and in groups.  
  - The learning media whiteboard animation can motivate learners to continue learning.  
  - With the use of learning media, whiteboard animation makes learning more fun. | 3             |
| Time      | Media understanding by users | Accurate selection of time allocation                                                                                                           | 1             |
| **Total** |              |                                                                                                                                                                                                | **10**        |
In this research activity in developing a product, the use of inferential statistical methods for hypothesis testing on whiteboard animation video media products developed by researchers using statistical formulas. The analysis technique is used to find the measurement results of the pre-test and post-test test instruments before and after the use of video media whiteboard animation in improving students’ understanding of the material of economic activities in the IPAS learning content to determine the effectiveness of the media whiteboard animation developed by the researcher. Furthermore, the difference from the previous results was determined using the dependent sample t-test. This is followed by using the N-gain test to determine the increase in student learning outcomes obtained from the pre-test and post-test results of the difference between the maximum score and the pre-test obtained.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Result

Research conducted by researchers in developing an animated video learning media product has three main points: effectiveness, feasibility, and learning media whiteboard animation. The model used by researchers in developing this media uses the ADDIE model, which has five stages: analysis, design, implementation, assessment, and evaluation. Activities carried out by researchers at the beginning of the study by conducting observations, interviews with class teachers, and data on student learning outcomes in the fourth grade of SDN Badengan 02 Pati into the analysis stage is the initial stage in the research. In the interview activities carried out by the researcher with the class teacher, there were questions about the learning content of Natural and Social Sciences and also the problems that occurred in the classroom in the learning process, and the material that was considered difficult in the learning process. Student learning outcomes that still need to be improved have yet to meet the Minimum Completeness Criteria standards. Not only that, researchers and teachers also discuss the need for the ideal use of learning media in the learning process in the classroom on the material of economic activities in Chapter 7, topic C.

The next stage is the design stage. This stage is an overview of the product developed, namely the media whiteboard animation. Before being submitted to a team of experts, researchers can see and examine again from the media whiteboard animation developed. If it has been declared complete, it can be given to a team of experts to ask for value in product development by filling out a validator questionnaire. In addition to the expert team, teachers and students also completed questionnaires from researchers regarding developing learning media whiteboard animation. The results of the product developed by researchers, namely the media whiteboard animation, can be seen in Figure 1.
The next stage is the implementation stage. This stage explains the product developed by the researcher and whether the product is appropriate to be used as a tool to assist the learning process in the classroom, especially in grade four economic activity material. The ability to determine whether the media is effective can be witnessed from the pre-test and post-test results given to students. Give the test twice, from before to after using the product. This is done to determine students' knowledge and initial understanding of the provision of material without using media. Then, the learning media is given to test students' understanding of the material presented.

To fill out a questionnaire regarding video learning media whiteboard animation before the pre-test and post-test questions are given. Furthermore, product testing can be done by utilizing the t-test, which can produce differences between before and after media use. Then, the use of the N-gain test aims to determine whether the results of the maximum score of the pre-test and post-test can provide student learning outcomes more improved or developed.

Affirmation on a product developed by researchers, i.e., media video. Learning video whiteboard animation with validation for team experts. Media trials can also be carried out with small groups of 17 students and small groups of 6 students. The results of the product validity test are shown in Table 4.

### Table 4. Product Validity Test Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Trial Subject</th>
<th>Validity Results</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Media Expert Test</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>Very Feasible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Material Expert Test</td>
<td>92 %</td>
<td>Very Feasible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Class Teacher Test</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>Very Feasible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Small Group Trial</td>
<td>92.25%</td>
<td>Very Feasible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Large Group Trial</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>Very Feasible</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on Table 4, it is known that the validity results of each expert and group get a very feasible category. Then, the product effectiveness test stage (average) is presented in Table 5, and finally, the N-gain test results in Table 6.

### Table 5. Product Effectiveness t-test Results (Average)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Trial Subject</th>
<th>Validity Results</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Small Group Trial</td>
<td>52.05</td>
<td>85.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Large Group Trial</td>
<td>56.18</td>
<td>81.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 6. N-gain Test Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Number of students</th>
<th>Average Pre-test</th>
<th>Average Post-test</th>
<th>N-gain</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Small Group</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>52.05</td>
<td>85.00</td>
<td>0.696</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large Group</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>56.18</td>
<td>81.47</td>
<td>0.593</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the above results, it can be said that the video learning media whiteboard animation is included in the category of media that is feasible to use and is quite effective in learning to take place in the fourth grade of SDN Badengan 02 Pati on the material of economic activities. In this study, the effectiveness of the media can be proven by the increase in student's knowledge from before and after using the learning media whiteboard animation in the fourth grade of SDN Badengan 02 Pati on the material of economic activities.

### Discussion

Based on the results of the data description in the table above, the learning media whiteboard animation is quite effective. With the element of influence in the purpose of using learning media whiteboard animation, first using the ADDIE model is appropriate and organized because this model has five phases of analysis, planning, utilization, management, and also evaluation stages that can improve student learning outcomes much higher than before and can be believed with the existence of video learning media whiteboard animation can be feasible to use in learning (Achmad et al., 2019; Schneider et al., 2023). Second, with the existence of video learning media, whiteboard animation in the classroom’s teaching and learning process activities can provide facilities for students to make it easier to understand the material. In video media, whiteboard animation has many icons, such as the presence of moving animations, clear...
audio, and encouragement for students, as well as text in the media that makes it easier for students to read the material through video learning media whiteboard animation and give students higher interest in learning (Anggraini et al., 2021; Ardian et al., 2022). With the video media whiteboard animation, which provides a presentation of learning materials that can optimize time, students are more focused on the material presented by the teacher.

Third, whiteboard animation is arranged according to the learning outcomes achieved in presenting the material in the learning media. The existence of learning media whiteboard animation increases the focus of students in understanding the learning material that takes place, especially in the learning content of Natural and Social Sciences on economic activities in grade six. The existence of video learning media whiteboard animation becomes a tool for educators in the learning process that makes the quality of learning much more interesting and easy for students to understand (Anggraini et al., 2021; Hita et al., 2021). With the use of video learning media, whiteboard animation on the material of economic activities in the content of Natural and Social Sciences is the right strategy to make learning more qualified. Therefore, with video learning media, whiteboard animation can provide material capture and meaning of learning that is much more fun.

Fourth, researchers developed video learning media whiteboard animation. There are findings of previous research also state that the use of video learning media whiteboard animation can provide higher student interest in reading and also increase student learning outcomes by using video learning media whiteboard animation (Ardian et al., 2022; Suhroh et al., 2020). With the existence of learning media, whiteboard animation can package and visualize clearly and interestingly the material it presents. The format used in this video media whiteboard animation is animated with a white background (such as a blackboard) (Anggraini et al., 2021; Hafiza et al., 2022). Learning with video media whiteboard animation provides an independent learning solution not hindered by distance and time. Video whiteboard animation can be used to deliver material, especially material for economic activities of IPAS content.

Based on the explanation above, previous research suggests that video media whiteboard animation can be used in the learning process and in its effective use. Using this media has a good impact. It is useful in developing students' learning to be more active, which ultimately improves student learning outcomes (Hapsari & Zulherman, 2021; Ikasar & Satriyani, 2021). Implications of this research found that using whiteboard animation learning media can increase student engagement in learning. Animation can make the material more interesting and easy to understand for students, thus increasing their interest in economics lessons. Teachers must develop their creativity in creating and using whiteboard animation learning media. This can open the door for more innovative and engaging learning approaches in teaching economics in grade four.

4. CONCLUSION

From the results of this research in developing video learning media whiteboard animation, especially on the material of economic activities in the content of Natural and Social Sciences learning in grade four, it can be concluded that video learning media whiteboard animation can have a good impact on teaching and learning activities in the classroom in the material of economic activities in the content of Natural and Social Sciences learning. Video media whiteboard animation is feasible and effective for students in learning. With the existence of learning media, whiteboard animation positively impacts learning outcomes, which are much more improved than before the use of learning media. Students find it much easier to understand the material with the help of learning media in the fourth grade of SDN Badengan 02 Pati.
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